Systems
electrical cutter systems
A new generation of the eCUT robots allows simple cutting with up to 4 kW with its smaller
yet powerful electric motor. In addition, the engine is equipped with an air-cooling system in
different design stages

IBG eCut Systems

IBG HydroTech’s electrical cutter series eCUT stands for performance and therefore
increased speed
This is implemented using a brushless electric motor, which is air-cooled. The quiet and
environment-friendly drive speaks for itself. Depending on requirement the power and
rotation of the cutting tool can continuously be adjusted. As well in focus of the development
was the easy and flexible handling.
User friendly design
The slim design and the fact, that the eCUT cutting robot runs with electricity and compressed
air through just one cable makes the insertion also under tough conditions possible. All
movements of the unit can simultaneous be carried out, which makes real milling in three
dimensions possible. Both self-propelled robots eCUT 150 and eCUT 200 have a powerful
drive. The four-wheel drive and the additional bracing allows long distance rides.
The adjustment to the different pipe diameters is quickly performed, as only one central
screw in the holder connector on the cutter has to be loosened. In addition, when difficult
undergrounds or poor grip in the pipes occurs, wheel sets with granulate profile can be
mounted. This improves the traction and what’s more makes precise milling possible, since
the robot stays in its position, despite stronger operation.

Flexible and individual
During developing the system IBG‘s intension was furthermore placed on minimizing the
weight. Since no hydraulic pumps or tanks are needed, the integration in a 3.5 ton vehicle is
no problem. With such a vehicle fitting there is the possibility of a telemetry-data transfer via
the cutter’s supply cable. Here useful data as temperature, pressure and inclination is directly
transferred out of the pipe to the operator.

Advantages:
»» less equipment and weight (no high-pressure pump) of the entire system technology
with the same performance.
»» reduced environmental emissions during the operation of the robot systems by the		
use of smaller single-phase generators. This allows installation in vehicles with a		
permissible total weight of 3.5 tons.

Model

Working Area

Drive

Cutting Power Cameras

eCUT 60

DN100 - DN150
(4“ - 6“)

Push Rod
or Winch

2,5 kW at
20.000 rpm

Overall +
bend capable
cutting view (45° in DN100 /
(optional)
90° in DN150)

eCUT 100

DN125 - DN200
(5“ - 8“)

Push Rod
or Winch

2,5 kW at
20.000 rpm

overall +
bend capable
cutting view (45° in DN125 /
(optional)
90° in DN200)

Self-Propelled

2,5 kW at
20.000 rpm

can be equipped
overall +
cutting view with diffent arms:

2,5 kW at
20.000 rpm

can be equipped
overall +
cutting view with diffent arms:

eCUT 150 DN150 - DN350
(6“ - 14“)

eCUT 200 DN250 - DN800
(10“ - 32“)

Self-Propelled

Special Feature

angular, multiangular
and slot cutter

angular, multiangular
and slot cutter
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Special Version „eCUT SAT-System“
Bend-capable lateral cutter, which can operate in
lateral connections from the main pipe:
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

for main pipes from DN200 - DN800mm (8“ - 32“) also
for egg-shaped profiles
works in laterals from DN125mm (5“)
bend-capable [67° in DN125 (5“) / 90° in DN150 (6“)]
up to 2 sviwel cameras (360°) in the lateral
powerful cutter which locks to the pipe
vertical driving up to 20 meters (65 feet) possible
several cutting arms according to the requirements
system can be used for insertion of push cameras
(CCTV)
cleaning adapter for insertion of cleaning nozzles into
the lateral

Ask for our vehicle bodywork!

Improved camera technology

Stand 01/2017

The use of new camera technologies for the eCUT series ensures always
interference-free images during cutting operation.
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